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HER-STORY
 

This Goddess has it all. If there is one Goddess that I would encourage you to invoke
regularly to support you to feel wealthy within and to be an energetic match with

abundance, Lakshmi is it. 
 

She is most popularly known as the Hindu Goddess of wealth, abundance and
prosperity, but what is less understood, is that she is not specifically a Hindu

Goddess, as her essence is painted in the ancient Vedas, Puranas and Tantras.
Hinduism rises out of some of those sacred texts, which is why she is commonly

thought of as a Hindu Goddess. Of course, Hinduism and Indian Tantric traditions are
the ones that work with her most publicly and have carried the ceremonies and rituals
forward of how to bring Lakshmi into our consciousness; however, one can be of any

faith or belief system to invoke Lakshmi. 
 



Wealthy Goddess

The form of Lakshmi was first seen in artwork in the Vedic texts, as long ago as
four to five thousand years ago! She was often depicted with water and lotuses.
Other names for her are Padma, Padmini, Kamala, and Ambuja. The lotus is an
embodied form of Lakshmi on Earth. Just like the lotus embodies all aspects of
creation in its cycle of birth, nourishment, and dissolution. Lakshmi is known as

a Mother Goddess, in that she oversees birthing with the waters, the
sustainment of life through the Earthly realm of prosperity, and the process of
dissolution when humanity no longer recognizes and walks the path of beauty.

(Rhodes 16).
 

Lakshmi is commonly thought of as the consort to Vishnu (the God of
preservation), but she is said to also be favoured by Shiva and Brahma.

Lakshmi is the emanation of all of life and is an embodiment of all faces of the
Goddess, however, is most commonly invoked in her full-blossom lotus form, in
which she is the quintessence of abundance, wealth and prosperity. Lakshmi’s

essence is embodied in the cow, milk and gold. 
 

From the tantric lineages, it is understood that Lakshmi is seen in every womyn.
She is seen in all that is the Earthly realm. She is the path of beauty. To notice
and witness beauty is to recognize and honour the aspect of Lakshmi that is in

all things. 
 

Lakshmi’s message in this alchemical journey is that when you bless yourself,
you bless all life - for you are an emanation of Her and when you bless yourself,
you are singing praise to the beauty that sustains creation. Lakshmi is here to

heal the spaces within you that feel selfish and greedy to desire wealth. She will
help you to hold the frequency of joy and gratitude, so that you become an

energetic match with abundance and attract wealth from the inside out.
Lakshmi  desires to bless your life with gifts in all forms as an extension of her

undying affection for you and all life.
 

Citation - Invoking Lakshmi the Goddess of Wealth in Song & Ceremony by Constantian Rhodes
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Lakshmi Speaks
 

“Wealth is an inner experience. Everyone looks outside of themselves to fill the void
with things - gems, jewels, books… And there is nothing wrong with lavishly loving the
beauty and enjoying all that Earth has to offer. But when you look to those materials to
make you happy, you are going to fall short. Nothing outside of yourself can make you
happy. No-one outside of yourself can make you happy. You make yourself happy. It

is an inner choice. 
 

And when you start to see how you get to choose happiness moment by moment, you
begin to play with God. You start co-creating. When you hold the frequency of joy, the

birthing power of your womb can’t help but birth the frequency that you are holding
within. So you hold an inner-sate of joy, and what does your womb birth? Experiences
that help you to feel joyful. And those are the things that your heart desires. What you

seek is seeking you. 
 

You get to embody wealth within. How amazing is that? Your entire body is a temple.
Your body is an altar for the Goddess. When you hold the frequency of abundance
within, you call upon my frequency. I am known for beauty, for prosperity, and for

sustaining life. So you want to sustain life? Appreciate beauty. Appreciate all of the
beauty that is inside of yourself and all of the beauty that you see in the world. The

more that you appreciate beauty, the more abundantly I can’t help but want to grace
you with wealth.
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Wealthy Goddess

Joy and gratitude are the secret ingredients. Joy is the frequency that vibrates in
unison with your birthing centre and gratitude is the frequency that vibrates at the

frequency of your heart. This heart-womb connection is necessary to birth Heaven on
Earth. You need the gratitude to appreciate the beauty and the joy to awaken your

Shakti to bring into form that which your heart seeks. It is an endless loop. An infinity
loop, joy and gratitude - gratitude and joy. 

 
Allow yourself to be playful like the child. See the world through the eyes of

innocence, excitement and joy. Notice the small things, notice the big things. Notice
all of the things that are showing up to support you. Remember that I live at the

lustrous jewel within - your solar plexus. I am a frequency within you. I am always
here to remind you that you are the gift, that you are the bounty, that you are beautiful.

Will you allow yourself to walk the path of beauty?”
 
 


